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MONTHLY FEMALE POPULATION SINCE 2014

2021 ADP: 44
2022 ADP: 61
39% Increase
A housing unit was transitioned from male to female in October 2022 due to population size.
WHAT IS DRIVING THE POPULATION INCREASE?

Female bookings had been declining
WHAT IS DRIVING THE POPULATION INCREASE?

But this year they are up 4%
WHAT IS DRIVING THE POPULATION INCREASE?

The types of charges women are facing are more serious

H & I Felonies include charges such as:

- OBTAIN PROPERTY FALSE PRETENSE
- FELONY LARCENY
- BREAKING AND OR ENTERING (F)
- PWIMSD SCH II CS
- POSSESS METHAMPHETAMINE
- FELONY POSSESSION SCH II CS
- FINANCIAL CARD THEFT

12/14/2022
MOST SERIOUS CHARGE ON BOOKING

Misdemeanors

• 14-33(A)|1368|2: SIMPLE ASSAULT
• 14-72(A)|2322|1: MISDEMEANOR LARCENY
• 20-138.1|5405|NONE: DRIVING WHILE IMPAIRED
• 90-113.22(A)|3401|1: POSSESS DRUG PARAPHERNALIA
• 14-159.13|5709|3: SECOND DEGREE TRESPASS
• 14-223|5310|2: RESISTING PUBLIC OFFICER
• 15A-1345|5030|NONE: MISDEMEANOR PROBATION VIOL
• 14-54(B)|2214|1: BREAKING OR ENTERING (M)
• 14-33(C)(4)|1391|A1: ASSAULT GOVT OFFICIAL/EMPLY
• 20-28(A)|4725|3: DWLR NOT IMPAIRED REV

Felonies

• 90-95(A)(3)|3523|I: FELONY POSSESSION SCH II CS
• 90-95(A)(3)|3465|I: POSSESS METHAMPHETAMINE
• 15A-1345|5032|NONE: FELONY PROBATION VIOLATION
• 14-100|2632|H: OBTAIN PROPERTY FALSE PRETENSE
• 14-72(A)|2321|H: FELONY LARCENY
• 90-95(A)(1)|3516|H: PWIMSD SCH II CS
• 14-54(A)|2212|H: BREAKING AND OR ENTERING (F)
• 15A-1345|5040|NONE: FEL PROB VIOL OUT OF COUNTY
• 14-71.1|2341|H: POSS STOLEN GOODS/PROP (F)
• 14-72(B)(2)|2356|H: LARCENY AFTER BREAK/ENTER
WHAT IS DRIVING THE POPULATION INCREASE?

Average days in custody is increasing

SUMMARY

• Increases in entries and length of stay are both driving the population increase for females.

• Women are entering the facility with more serious charges than they have previously.

• These are mostly low-level felonies that are drug and property charges, probation violation on felonies is also amongst the most serious charge on booking.

• Orders for arrest for failure to appear are impacting the population more than they have in the past.